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Good Day to you. Some thoughts on the federal election and I hope a slightly different view to others. It
was a magnificent win in political terms for the Coalition and I have to admit to enjoying the deflated face
of Penny Wong as the truth came marching home. Wong showed all the arrogance of one born to rule,
then as the dawn came, all the dismay of a male eunuch finding the operation didn't go as planned. As I
mentioned to Cr Herman Vorster recently, arrogance is never a strength or a symbol of leadership. Now
listeners, for the record I didn't vote for either of the major parties candidates or the deviant Greens who
spend far too much time telling us about gender fluidity and trying to re-engineer sexuality through the
schools than in representing the environment which should be their unique privilege. So having said all that
lets look at this election result in terms of a world view.
Donald Trump has changed the political landscape in America in a land slide win in 2016. As a rank outsider
and non politician his candidacy was derided and laughed at yet he won the highest office in the free world
and became President of the United States of America. The Democrats having lost, turned nasty and have
done everything possible to sabotage his presidency and divide the country and turn their backs on good
governance and outstanding results. Trump however will prevail because his presence is the result of quiet
Americans voting to say they'd had enough of being taken for granted for so long. It was time for the
people to rise up and adopt a new leader and they did. The same is true in the UK where the English voted
overwhelmingly to leave the corrupt European Union but politicians and government have sabotaged the
will of the people and undermined democracy in their treasonous activity. So along comes the people's
champion Nigel Farage who has formed the Brexit Party which will change the face of the UK politically and
socially. He is a good man, an ordinary man and he frightens the entrenched political oligarchy because
quiet English people relate to his common sense approach and honesty. The English are fed up with being
taken for granted too. So we come to the quiet Australians, a phrase coined by Scott Morison just a week
ago when he acknowledged and thanked so many "quiet Australians" for their support. He was right and
smart to do so as it reveals a common approach with Scomo, nick name and all. It is the antithesis of
Shorten and his rowdy mob of diversity driven arrogance who claim to represent the average working class
but don't and their policy schedule proves it.
This election was an intelligence test more so than just an election. Shortens lot wanted to change the very
mechanisms that people counted on for investment, income and retirement and so crash directly into the
reasonable long term plans of ordinary people. Strong-arm politics at its worst and more government
control heading toward socialism with more money for a failed education system and more money for an
already near unaffordable health service. We the people wanted lower immigration numbers yet Labor
demanded more and they were going to relax border protection as well. On and on it went with Labor
projecting all this as a Utopian platform of immense positive change for the good of all Australians. I saw it
as a red manifesto along with the Unions demanding a death tax behind the scenes which would have
eventually come along. To make matters worse for Labor its seemed no one liked Shorten and at best just
tolerated him. Many are saying that we dodged a bullet and I'm inclined to agree with them when you
consider their policies dispassionately. Now for Scomo there are some very important matters to address
which his party haven't come to grips with yet and they include climate change and effective wide
sweeping environmental protection along with more help for pensioners. Without those matters attended
to I won't vote for either party again next time. Prime Minister Morrison, don t muck around with these
matters else you set yourself up for failure when we quiet Australians call again.
Until next time this is Kent Bayley

